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Mr. X’s face is full of killing intent. “Although the new list of gods announces a lot of powerhouses, they
are all under our control! Even the gods and the like who are as powerful as the Tiance Mansion are
familiar to us. Can control…but only…”

“The top three of the gods! We can’t control it at all! You don’t even know who it is?”

“Daxia Yizhi Grandmaster and the new master of the Ye clan, we have clues, but we have to look it up.
At the time, I was met with resistance! So that I still don’t know my identity…”

“The God of Darkness is even more exaggerated. We already know that God of Darkness has changed
people. Before, God of Darkness was a handsome junior. But now the God of Darkness. Obviously it’s
not her, but someone else. But I don’t know who it is…

Now the Dark God is so powerful that it makes people scalp numb, and the Bible organization is so
strong that it is terrifying. The

only one who knows the clue is the greatness of the Dark God. The apprentice, the son of God of
Darkness. He should know who the God of Darkness is, but we have been looking for him for a long
time…”
“These three directly pose a direct threat to us and cannot control them at all. So before we implement
our plan. , These three are either in control or die!”

The person on the other side raised his head and looked at Mr. X. “So you want me to get rid of them?”

Mr. X nodded. You will be able to kill them soon! Without any obstacles, you only need to use the
Absorption Dafa to increase crazy!

We have calculated that you can definitely kill these three people in three months!”

“Yeah ! , Almost! Next I will challenge the strong one by one! I will suck all their skills away! About half of
the god list is almost the same… It just happens that my becoming stronger, no matter how fast, is a
gradual process… even if I do , No one has found your head…”

Mr. X nodded, “Well, you are very smart. You are the warrior of Daxia, and you are slowly becoming
stronger, and the new god list has led to the birth of many strong people. . No one will doubt us!”

“Okay, I understand, then I’ll go…”

Mr. X looked at his back, and he smiled.

“After preparing for so long, I finally start to slowly close the net…”

He smiled.

At this time, a person appeared on the side and said coldly, “Isn’t Levi Garrison not killing?”

It turned out to be Lucifer who had come back from the dead.

Lucifer is now heinously powerful…

“Levi Garrison? Hahaha, now does Levi Garrison have the right to be our enemy?”

“Will God care about a humble mortal?”

Mr. X sneered.

Today’s Levi Garrison is completely inconspicuous.

The gap is too big.

They checked Levi Garrison and it was not worth mentioning at all.

How can they be their opponent?

Moreover, Mr. X compares himself to a god. He is really saying that he exists like a god.

“I just can’t swallow the breath back then! He actually died with me…”

Lucifer is a very vengeful person.

“Actually, if you confess to him, killing Levi Garrison is really a trivial thing to suck up, but if it is too
deliberate, it may expose us…”

Mr. X said.

Lucifer nodded, “That’s true! There is no need to expose us for Levi Garrison! After all, he is too weak
now. Killing him is no different from trampling to death an ant on the ground. You say that I am not
interested in killing him anymore. , Too weak…” As he

said, Lucifer trampled an ant on the ground to death.

“Except for the three Dark Gods, what I am most worried about now is Forbidden Land No. 76. The gods
in that place will not disappear for no reason…”

Mr. X said.

But at this moment, he received a major message…

